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Convergence of stochastic flows with jumps
and Levy processes in diffeomorphisms group

Hiroshi KUNITA

Department of Applied Science,
Kyushu University 36, Fukuoka 812, Japan

Ann. Inst. Henri Poincaré,

Vol. 22, n° 3, 1986, p. 287-321. Probabilités et Statistiques

ABSTRACT. 2014 Let { ~s,t ~ be a sequence of stochastic flows with jumps
generated by a sequence of Levy processes { X~ } with values in the vector
space of smooth mappings of Rd. We give a criterion that { ~s,t ~ converges
weakly by means of the characteristics of the generators = 1, 2, ....
As an application we study the case where a stochastic flow { 03BEs,t } takes
values in diffeomorphisms group of Rd.

RESUME. - Soit { 03BEns,t } une suite de flots stochastiques avec sauts engen-
dree par une suite de processus de Levy dans l’espace vectoriel des appli-
cations de Rd. Nous donnons un critere pour que { 03BEns,t } converge faible-
ment, au moyen des caracteristiques des generateurs = 1, 2, ....
Comme application, nous etudions le cas d’un flot stochastique {03BEs,t}
a valeurs dans le groupe des diffeomorphismes de Rd.

INTRODUCTION

In the previous paper [2], we studied the stochastic differential equation
of jump type :

Classification AMS : 60-XX.
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288 H. KUNITA

where ~t = ~ ~t(x) ; x E is a Levy process with values in C = the linear
space of smooth vector fields over Ra. It is a natural generalization of the
usual stochastic differential equation

where Bt is a standard Brownian motion and is a Poisson random

measure and is its intensity measure. Indeed,’ setting

it is a C-valued Levy process and equation (0.2) can be written as (0.1).
Under certain conditions to Xt, it was shown that the equation (0.1)

has a unique solution ~~,t(x). Moreover, taking a suitable modification,
it defines a stochastic flow with values in G+ = the semigroup of smooth
maps from Rd into itself. Namely, ~s,t( . , co) is a G + -valued process and
satisfies = for all s  t  u a. s. Moreover, i = 0, ..., n-1
are independent for any to  tl  ...  t~. It is called a Levy process
with values in G + generated by the Levy process Xt with values in C.
The object of this paper is two fold. The one is the study of the conver-

gence of the sequence of G+-valued Levy processes generated by
X~, n = 1, 2, .... We shall show that the weak convergence of {X}
implies the weak convergence of ~ ~~’t ~ and vice versa and obtain simul-
taneously a criterion for the weak convergence by means of the charac-
teristics of the Levy processes X~. Here, the characteristics (a, b, v) of the
C-valued Levy process X, is defined through the Levy-Khinchin’s formula :

In the course of the discussions, the tightness criterion for j~ X~’ } and
~ ~s,~ ~ obtained in Kunita [7] ] play a fundamental role. We emphasize
that the convergence studied in this paper is much stronger than the conver-

gence of Markov processes with jumps, since in the latter case we usually
consider the convergence of the finite dimensional projectionts 
n = 1, 2, ... where the state space x is fixed.

The another object of this paper is to obtain a necessary and sufficient
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289CONVERGENCE OF STOCHASTIC FLOWS

condition that the solution should define a Levy process in the diffeo-

morphisms group G, i. e., to find the conditions that the map 03BEs,t(.,03C9);
Rd --~ Rd becomes a diffeomorphisms for any s  t a. s. A sufficient condi-

tion is given in [2]. The condition is that the characteristic measure v is
finite and is supported by the set { f ; f + id E G }. In this paper, we shall
show the diffeomorphic property of for a more general class, approxi-
mating it by a sequence of Levy processes in G satisfying the above condi-
tion. Hence the approximation or the convergence of Levy processes in G +
or G will play a crucial role.

This paper is divided into three sections. In Section 1, we shall discuss
the weak convergence of Levy processes with values in C. A criterion for
the weak convergence will be given in terms of the corresponding charac-
teristics (a, b, v). See Theorem 1. 2. The strong convergence is also discussed
(Theorem 1.4). In Section 2, we shall discuss the weak and the strong
convergence of Levy processes with values in G+ which are solutions
of stochastic differential equation (0.1). Theorem 2. 3 is our main theorem.
In Section 3, a criterion that becomes a G-valued Levy process is

obtained. The criterion is stated in terms of the characteristics of C-valued

Levy process generating ~S,t . See (B, I)m,r. Then we give a criterion for
the weak convergence of G-valued Levy processes. As an example, we
consider a limit theorem of stochastic flows studied by Harris [11 ] and

Matsumoto-Shigekawa [10 ].

§ 1 CONVERGENCE OF LEVY PROCESSES IN Cm

1 1 . C’"’-valued Levy process and its characteristics.

Let Rd) be the totality of Cm-maps from d-dimensional
Euclidean space Rd into itself, where m is a nonnegative integer. When
m = 0, the space C° is denoted by C for simplicity. It is a Frechet space by
the met ric

uniform metric

Vol. 22, n° 3-1986.



290 H. KUNITA

Let Xl = t E [0, T ] be a C"’-valued stochastic process defined
on (Q, iF, P), right continuous with the left hand limits a. s. It is called a

Lévy process in Cm or Cm-valued Levy process if it is continuous in proba-
bility and has the independent increments: 1 - Xli, i = 0, ..., n - 1

are independent for any 0  ti  ...  tn _ T. In particular, if Xl is

continuous in t a. s., it is called a Brownian motion in Cm or Cm-valued Brow-

nian motion..

In the following, we always assume that Xl is stationary, i. e., the law

of Xs depends on t - s, Xo = 0 and E [ ~ 12]  oo for any t,
x and I k _ m. Now, we define the Poisson random measure ] x A)
over [~. T ] x C", associated to X, by

(1.2) ] x A) = # ] ~ i AX, e A ;, = 

where A is a Borel subset of C’~ excluding 0. The intensity measure v’
is defined by v’((0, t ] ~c A) = E t ] x A)]. Since Xt is stationary,
v’ is the product measure dt ~ v(df). The measure v is called the charac-
teristic measure of Xt.

Let xi, ..., ~-N be N-points in Rd and consider the N-points motion
N

X t(x) _ (X t(x 1), ... , Its characteristic function E exp i Jis represented by Levy-Khinchin’s formula - k =1

where

(1.3) b(x) is an m-times continuously differentiable Rd-valued function,
( 1. 4) a(x, y) is an m-times continuously differentiable d x d-matrix valued

function such that y) = x) for any k, = 1, ..., d and x,
N

y E Rd, and > 0 for any x~, a~ E Rd, i, j = 1, ..., N.

i,,j= 1

{1. 5) v is a a-finite measure on Cm such that v( ~ 0 ~ ) = 0 and

Cm|Dkf(x)|203BD(df)  ~ for any x E Rd and 

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



291CONVERGENCE OF STOCHASTIC FLOWS

The triple (a, b, v) is called the characteristics of the Cm-valued Levy
process Xt.

Let D( [0, T ] ; be the totality of maps X ; [0, T ] -~ Cm(Rd; R~)
such that Xt = X(t ) is right continuous with the left hand limits with respect
to the metric pm and XT = lim Xt, where T is a fixed positive number.

For X. Y of Dm. we define the Skorohod metric S,,, by

where H is the set of homeomorphisms on [0, T ]. Then Dm is a complete
separable space with respect to a metric equivalent to Sm. We denote by

the topological Borel field of Dm.
Now, if is a Cm-valued Levy process, it may be considered as an

element of Dm for a. e. cv. Hence it induces a law P on (Dm, Dm) by the
relation 

.

Observe that the law of the Levy process is uniquely determined by its
characteristics.

1.2. Tightness and weak convergence of Levy processes in C~‘.

Let { = 1, 2, ... } be a sequence of C"’-valued processes and let P~,
n = 1,2, ... be the associated laws on (Dm, E3Dm). The sequence {X}
is said to be tight if for any £ > 0 there is a compact subset KE of Dm satisfying
Pn(KG) > 1 - e for any n = 1, 2, .... The sequence ( is said to converge

weakly if the sequence ~ converges for any bounded

continuous function F over Dm. We shall obtain criteria for the tightness
and the weak convergence of { X } in terms of their characteristics.
We shall first consider the tightness. We introduce a hypothesis for the

characteristics (an, bn, vn), n = 1, 2, ....
Let r be a positive number greater than d V 2.

(A, ~~ryi.,. ,. 1.~ (l j?().~1 r 11’C’ t’()115I ((Ilr L 11()1 I1 
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292 H. KUNITA

d

Here Tr a is the trace of the matrix a = (at’ )), i. e., T r a = 

i= 1

for all n = 1, 2,... and k ~  m.

PROPOSITION 1.1. - be a sequence of Cm-valued Lev y pro-
cesses such that the associated characteristics satisfy (A, I)m,r. Then it is

tight. Furthermore, there is a positive constant K such that

for all n = 1, 2, ... , J k J _ m and p’ E [2, r ].
Conversely, let ~ X t ~ be a sequence of Cm-valued processes satisfying

(1.14) and (1.15) for all n = 1, 2, ... , J k J _ m and p’ E [2, p ], p > d.
Then it is tight and the associated characteristics satisfy (A, I)m,p.

Proof 2014 We shall first consider the case m = 0. The first assertion is
shown in Theorem 3.1 in Kunita [7]. Conversely, suppose that (1.14)
and (1.15) are satisfied. Then { is tight as in shown in the proof of
the above cited theorem. Further, the corresponding local characteristics
(an, bn, vn) satisfies (A, I)m,p by Theorem 1. 2 in Fujiwara-Kunita [2 ].
For the proof of the general case, consider m), n = 1, 2,...

as C(RNd, RNd)-valued processes where N = ~ ~ k ; J k J  m ~. These are
C°-valued Levy processes with characteristics y), Dkbn(x), 
I ~t ~ m), n = 1, 2,... respectively, where vn are a-finite measures on

C(RNd; RNd) such that

Clearly, the sequence {X} is tight in pm-topology if and only if { (DkX,
I k __ m) ~ is tight in p-topology. Now the latter is tight in p-topology in
view of hypothesis (A, Hence the assertion follows.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



293CONVERGENCE OF STOCHASTIC FLOWS

We shall next discuss the weak convergence. The condition required
will be a suitable weak convergence of the sequence of the associated cha-
racteristics (am bn, vn). Given £ > 0, we denote by t > 0 a decreasing
function such that 0 _ pE _ 1, = 0 if t  ~ and p£(t ) = 1 if t > 2s.
Given N-points x = (x 1, ..., xN), we denote by f (x) the vector function
( f (x 1 ), ..., f(xN)) and [ f(x) the norm.

(A, II) Three conditions h), c) are satisfied for any N-points x = (_y , ... , xx).

a) The following limits cw-i.st , any par xi..xj of x :

b) The following limits e.t ist , for anv ri of x.

c) There is a 6-finite measure v on Cm supported by ~ ~f’; f(x) = 0 ~‘
such that for any hounded continuous function F,

Remark. Suppose (1.12) and (1.13) for n = 1, 2, .... Then it holds

sup  oo for any UE = {f;| f(x)| > ~}. Hence ( 1.19) is equiva-

lent to the weak convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of vn,
n = l, 2.... restricted to U,‘.

THEOREM 1. 2. - Let {Xnt} be a sequence Cm-valued Levy processes
with characteristics (an, bn, vn), n = 1, 2, ... satisfying (A, I)m,r. Then it

converges weakly f and only if hypothesis (A, II) is satisfied. Furthermore,
the weak limit is a Cm-valued Lévy process with characteristics (a, b, v)
given IM (A, II).

Proof. Assume first that the characteristics satisfy (A, II). Since ( Xnt }

(~) f(x)is a row vector and _f’(t)’ is the transpose. Hence is a d x d-matrix.

Vol. 22, n° 3-1986.



294 H. KUNITA

is tight by Proposition 1.1, it is enough to prove that the laws of N-point
processes X t (x) _ (X n(x 1 ), . - . , Xt (xN)), n = 1, 2, ... converge weakly to

an Nd-dimensional Levy process. Now for each n is an Nd-dimensio-

nal Levy process with the characteristics

where

The above sequence converges to

in the sense of Theorem (1.21) of Jacod [4 ], because of (A, II). Here the
measure v~ is defined from v similarly as (1. 21). Therefore the sequence
{ Xt (x) ~ converges weakly to a Levy process with the characteristics (1. 22)
by the same theorem of Jacod.

Conversely if the laws of = 1, 2, ... converge weakly in (Wm, pm),
then for any N and xi, ..., the N-point processes = 1, 2, ...

converge weakly. Hence condition (A, II) is satisfied by the same theorem
of Jacod. The proof is completed.

In case that = 1,2, ... are Brownian motions, the criteria for

the weak convergence are simpler.

COROLLARY. - Let { X" } be a sequence Brownian motions

with characteristics (an, bn) satisfying (1.8~-(1.1 ~~. Then it converges weakly
if and only if (A, II) b) and the following are satisfied.
(A, II) a’) {an(x, y)} converges as n - oo for any .x, y E Rd.

1.3. Strong convergence of Levy processes on Cm.

be a sequence of Cm-valued Levy processes defined on the
same probability space (Q, ~ , P). Let Sm be the Skorohod metric intro-
duced in Section 1.1. We call that { X~ ~ is strongly convergent if X"~)
converges to 0 in probabilitv as n, jl’ ~ x. i. e.,

holds for any s > 0.

We show that the strong convergence of C"’-valued Levy processes X~

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



295CONVERGENCE OF STOCHASTIC FLOWS

can be reduced to the L2-convergence of Rd-valued Levy processes 
n = 1. 2.... for each .t E Rd.

PROPOSITION 1. 3. - be a sequence of Cm-valued Levy pro-
cesses defined on the same probability space satisfying hypothesis (A, I)m,r
for some r > d. Suppose that

holds for any x E Rd. Then the sequence ~ converges strongly.

Proof - Consider the L2-limit Obviously it has a modification Xt
of C"’-valued process since the associated characteristics (a, b, v) satisfies

(1. 8)-(1.13) replacing (an, b~, vn) by (a, b, v). (See [2 ]). We shall consider .

the law of the pair (Xnt, Xt), which is defined as a probability measure Pn
on Drn x Dm. Obviously, the sequence { n } is tight. Furthermore, the
N-points processes (X t (x), Xt(x)), n = 1, 2, ... converge to the N-points
process (Xt(x), Xt(x)) in L2-sense by the assumption of the proposition.
Then, the sequence of laws Pn, n = 1, 2, ... converges weakly to P, which
is the law of (Xt, Xt). This means that P is supported by the diagonal set
A = {(X, X) ; X E of Dm x Dm. Now, since Sm(Y, X), (Y, X) E Dm x Dm
is a bounded continuous function, the weak convergence of the measures Pn,
~ = 1, ?, ... implies

This proves the strong convergence of Xn. The proof is complete.
We next characterize the strong convergence by means of the characte-

ristics of the pairs (X~, It is well known that each Xt is decomposed as

where is a Cm-valued Brownian motion with characteristics (a, b, 0) and

It is a discontinuous Levy process with mean 0 and variance t Cm
Both are independent each other. The decomposition (1.23) is often called
the Levy-Ito decomposition of Xt. Now set

Vol. 22, n° 3-1986.
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where

where A is a Borel set of C’~ excluding 0. Then we have x) = an(x, x)
and vn,n(df) = vn(df).

THEOREM 1.4. - Let {Xnt} be a sequence of Cm-valued Levy processes
defined on the same probability space such that the associated characte-
ristics satisfy (A, for some r > d. Then ~ X~ ~ converges strongly if
and only if the following condition is satisfied.
(A, III). For each x E R d, it holds

Proof - The proof is immediate from the relation

§ 2 . CONVERGENCE OF LEVY PROCESSES IN G~

2.1. Stochastic differential equation of jump type
and Levy processes in G~.

Let Xt be a C"’-valued Levy process with the characteristics (a, b, v)
satisfying (1.8)-(1.13) for some r > (m + 1)2d, replacing (an, bn, vn) by
(a, b, v). For s  t, we denote by the least sub a-field of ~ for which

Xu - u, v _ t are measurable. Then for each s and x, Yt(x) - 
te [s, T] ] where is an Fs,t-adapted L2-martingale.
Hence by Doob-Meyer’s decomposition, there is a unique continuous
process of bounded variation ( yi(x), Y’( y) B (equals 0 if t = 0) such that

is an Fs,t-martingale. Since Yt(x) is a Levy process, we have

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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where

Let s > 0 be a fixed number and let be an Fs,t-adapted Rd-valued
process, right continuous with the left hand limits. Ito integral of cPt by d Yt
is defined by

where b are partitions ( s = to  ...  ~n = T ~. The limit exists in proba-
bility and is an Fs,t-adapted local martingale. Let be an Fs,t-adapted
process having the same property as Then it holds

See Le Jan [8 ] and Le Jan-Watanabe [9 ]. Now the stochastic integral by
C"’-valued Levy process Xt is defined by

We shall consider the stochastic differential equation defined by the
C"-valued Levy process Xt:

The definition of the solution is as follows. Given a time s and state x,
an Rd-valued Fs,t-adapted process 03BEt, right continuous with the left limits,
is called a solution of equation (2.6) if it satisfies for any t > s

The equation has a unique solution, which we denote by if t > s.
For the convenience we set = = x if t  s.

We summarize the properties of the process ~~,t . We denote by
Wm - Dl( [0, T ] ; Dm) the totality of maps ~; [0, T ] -~ Dm = D( [0, T ] ;

Rd)) such that 03BEs is left continuous with right limits with respect to
the Skorohod topology Sm, and is the projection of 03BEs E Dm to the

Vol. 22, n° 3-1986.
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point (t, x) E [0, T] ] x Rd. The following is due to Fujiwara-Kunita [2]
and Kunita [ 7 ] .

PROPOSITION 2 . 1. i ) There is a modification of the solution such that for
almost all is an element of Wm and satisfies co)
for all s  t  u and x and = x if s > t.

ii ) The law of depends on t - s. Furthermore, 19 
i = 0, ..., n-1

are independent for any 0 _ t 1  ...  tn _ T.

iii ) There is a positive constant M depending only on constants Land r

appearing in (1.8)-(1.13) such that

hold for all x, y E Rd and p’ E [2, r/(m + 1)2 ].
iv) The following limits exist

These are Cm-functions ofx, y and x, respectively.
Conversely suppose that is a random field satisfying i)-iv) for any

p’ E [2, p ] where p > (m + 1 )2 d. Then there is a unique Cm-valued Lev y
process Xt satisfying (2. 7) .

Remark. The function b of (2 11) coincides with that in the triple (a, b, v).
The function y) coincides with (2.2).
Now the space Cm may be considered as a topological semigroup if we

define the product of ~f; g E Cm by the composition f o g of the maps. We
denote the semigroup by G~. Then the solution defines a Levy process
in the semigroup G~ because of properties i ), ii ) of the proposition. The
associated C"’-valued Levy process Xt is called the infinitesimal generator
of the Levy process 

2.2. Tightness and weak convergence of Levy processes in G~.

Let be a G + -valued Levy process. We shall define its law on the space
Wm - Dl{ [0, T] ; Drn). Let Sm be the Skorohod metric on Wm such that

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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’ where H is the totality of homeomorphisms of [0, T ] and Sm is the Sko-
rohod topology of Dm introduced in Section 1.1. Let be the topolo-
gical Borel field of Wm. The law of G~-valued Levy process is defined by

Now let ( 03BEns,t} be a sequence of Gm+-valued Levy processes and let Pn,
n =1, 2, ... be the associated laws over (VV m, The tightness and the
weak convergence of ( 03BEns,t} are defined by those of the associated laws n,
n = 1, 2, ....

PROPOSITION 2.2. - be a sequence of Gm+-valued Levy
processes generated by Cm-valued Levy processes Xr, n = 1, 2, ... respec-
tively. Suppose that the characteristics of Xt, n = 1, 2, ... satisfy hypo-
thesis (A, for some r > (m + 1)2d. Then, the sequence ~ ~s,t ~ is tight.
Furthermore, there is a positive constant M not depending on n such that

hold for any k with k ~ _ m and p’ E [2, r/(m + 1)2 ].
Conversely, suppose that { 03BEns,t} satisfies (2.14) and (2.15) for k with

~ k _ m and p’ E [2, p ] where p > (m + 1)Zd. Then the associated sequence
{ of generators is tight. Furthermore, it satisfies (1.14~ and (1.15)
for any k, ~ k ( __ m and p’ E [2, p/(m + 1)2 ].

Proof We only consider the case m = 0. The first assertion is shown
in Theorem 4 .1 in [7 ]. Conversely if (2 14) and (2 .15) are satisfied for ( ~s,t ~
then ( X~ ~ satisfies (1.14) and (1.15) where the constant K depends only
on M and p, by Theorem 3 . 2 in [2 ]. Therefore {Xnt} is tight. The proof
is completed.
We shall next discuss the weak convergence of Gm+-valued Levv processes.

THEOREM 2 . 3. - Let {03BEns,t} be a sequence of Gm+-valued Lévy processes
generated by Cm-valued Lev y processes X t , n = 1, 2, ... respectively. Sup-
pose that the associated characteristics satisfy (A, for some r > (m ~-1)~d.
Then the sequence ~ ~s,t ~ converges weakly if and only i, f ’ ~ X t ~ converges
weakly. Furthermore, the weak limit of’ ~ ~s,t ~ is generated by the weak limit
o f ~  

COROLLARY. - Let {Xnt} be a sequence of Cm-valued Brownian motions
such that their characteristics satisfy (1.8)-(1.11). Then Gm-valued Brown-

Vol. 22, n° 3-1986.



300 H. KUNITA

ian motions ~ ~s,t ~ generated converge weakly if and only f the
characteristics Of y Xnt} l (A, II) a’), h).

The proof will be given at Sections 2. 3 and 2 . 4.

2.3. Martingale problem.

For the proof of the theorem, we shall consider the law of the pair pro-
cess (~s,t, X t ) rather than the law of ~s,t . Let Dm == D( [0, T]; Cm) and
Wm - Dl( [0, T]; Dm) as before and let Wm=Wm x Dm. The law of (~s,t, Xt)
is defined as a probability measure on Wm, which we denote by Pn. Then the
sequence of laws Pm n = 1,2, ... is tight by Proposition 2 .1 if hypothesis
(A, for some r > (m + 1)2d is satisfied. Let P~ be any limiting measure.
We shall characterize P~ by means of a suitable martingale problem.

We shall assume that the characteristics of = 1, 2, ... satisfy (A, II).
Let (a, b, v) be the triple introduced in (A, II). Given N-points yo = ( y°, ..., yN),
we define an integro-differential operator over RNd x RMd with the para-
meter yo by

where

and

Here x = (x 1, ... , x~) and y = ( y 1, ... , yN) are M and N-points of Rd,
respectively and x~, yj, k, I = 1, ..., d are components of xi = (x~ , ..., .~d)
and v; _ ( v’,; , .... 1’a~, respectively, and f (x) _ (. f 1 (-Y), ... , f d(-z )).

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilitéset Statistiques



301CONVERGENCE OF STOCHASTIC FLOWS

We want to prove the following.

PROPOSITION 2.4. - Suppose that the characteristics n = 1, 2, ...

sati.sfy (A, some r > (m + 1 )2d and (A, II). Let

be N+ M-points motion where --_ Xt( Yo) - Then, for any
C2-function F over RMd x RNd with bounded second derivatives, the process

is a martingale with respect to P’l .

P~~oof: Taking a subsequence if necessary, we shall assume that P,~,
n = 1,2,... converges to P~ weakly. Since the law of 
coincides with that of (~°,t(x°), it is enough to prove the proposition
in case s = 0. We write as 03BEt. We denote by L;o the integro-differential
operator of (2.16) replacing (a, b, v) by (an, bn, vn). Then by Ito’s formula
(cf. Ikeda-Watanabe [3 ~, p. 66), we find that

is a martingale with respect to the measure Pn. Now let be those t

in [0, T ] for which Xt- or ~t ~ = 0. Then [0, T ] - TP~
consists at most of countable set. If t~TP~, then

is satisfied for any bounded continuous function C over Wm adapted to
.s). We shall prove

Then this and (2.20) will imply the assertion of the proposition.
We shall check first that L~oF converges to LyoF uniformly on compact

sets. Observe that the integrand of the right hand side of (2.18) is a function

Vol. 22, n° 3-1986.
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of f (x), f(yo) with parameters x and y, which we denote by G x,y(f(x), f(yo)).
Then LyoF(x, y) is written as

(2 . 22) L yoF(x, y) = Ly’o F(x, y)

It holds hv (A. 

On the other hand, the sum of the first and the second term of (2.22) is
written by

where

and the remainder term is the sum of the following terms

The sum of the first fifth terms of (2. 23) converges to Ly F by (A, II) cr),
while lim is bounded by the sum of the followings

nY 
’
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which converges to 0 as 8 -~ 0. Consequently, we have lim lim = 0.
n~oo 

’

We have thus proved that L;oF(x, y), n = 1,2, ... converges to LyoF(x, y)
for each x and y.
Now, by hypothesis (A, I)",,,., the following families of functions

are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on compact sets. Therefore,
the sequence L;oF(x, y), n = 1, 2, ... converges to LyoF(x, y) uniformly
on compact sets by Ascoli-Arzela’s theorem.
We now proceed to the proof of (2. 21). By (A, there is a constant C

such that y) ~ _ C(l + ~ x ~ + y I holds for all n. Then we have
for any K > 0

For any 8 > 0, we can choose K such that the second member of the right
hand side is less. than 8 since we have the moment inequalities (1.14) and
(2.15). Let n tend to infinity in the above. Then, the first and the third
member of the above converge to 0. Therefore (2.21) is proved.

2.4. Proof of Theorem 2.3.

We shall first assume that the sequence {X} converges weakly to a
C"’-valued Levy process with characteristics (a, b, v). Let P~ be the law of
(~s,t, X~) and let P~ be any limiting law of the sequence { Pn }. Then clearly
Vol. 22, n° 3-1986.
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(Xt, P~) is a C"’-valued Levy process with characteristics (a, b, v). We want
to prove that (~S,t, is generated by Xt, i. e., = is satisfied.

Once this is established, then the law Xt ) is unique, and the uniqueness
of the limiting law P~ or the weak convergence of { ~s,t ~ is established.

We shall apply Proposition 2.4 to F(x) = xi and xixj. Then we find that
the both of the followings are P f -martingales for any x, x 1, x2 .

By Ito’s formula, is written as

Here, the third member of the right hand side is the joint quadratic variation
defined by

where 6 == { s = to  ti 1  ...  tn = t ~. The function y) is defined
by (2 . 2). Note that Ns,t and the first, the second terms of the right hand side
of (? . ?6) and

are all martingales. Then we find that
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is a martingale. Since it is a continuous process of bounded variation, it
must be identically 0. Hence we have

Next apply Proposition 2 . 4 to F( y) = yi and yy. Then similarly as
above we find that ~s,t(x) = (t - s)b(x) is a martingale and

Apply again Proposition 2.4 to F(x, y) = The we find

Now define Ms.t(x) by

where Yt(x) = Xt(x) - tb(x). Then we get from (2.28) and (2.29)

Therefore, we have from (2 . ??), (2 . 31),

This proves = or equivalently 

We shall next assume that { ~s,t ~ converges weakly and shall prove that
~ Xt ~ converges weakly. Let P~ any limiting measure of { as before,
and k = 1, 2, ... ~ be a subsequence converging weakly to P~ .

k = 1, 2, ... } converges weakly. The preceding argument
shows that (Xt, P~) is the infinitesimal generator of (~S,t, Since the law

of P~) is unique by the assumption and Xt is uniquely determined
from by Proposition 2 .1, the law of Xt is unique. This proves that { Xt ~
converges weakly and the limit Xt generates the limit of { }. The proof
of Theorem 2. 3 is completed.

2.5. Strong convergence of Levy processes on G~.

Let {Xnt} be a sequence of Cm-valued Levy processes defined on the
same probability space, and let = 1, 2, ... be G+-valued Levy pro-
Vol. 22, n° 3-1986. 
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cesses generated by = 1, 2, ..., respectively. In this section we shall
show that the strong convergence of { X } implies the strong convergence
of { ~s,t ~ and vice versa. Here, the sequence { ~s,t ~ is said to converge

strongly çn’) converges to 0 in probability as n, n’ --~ oo, where 8m
is the Skorohod metric on Wm - Dl( [o, T] ; Dm).

THEOREM 2 . 5. - Suppose that the associated characteristics ofCm-valued
Levy processes Xt, n = 1, 2, ... satisfy (A,I)m,r for some r > (m + 
Then the sequence of G + -valued Lev y processes generated by X r , n = 1 , 2, ...
converges strongly if and only converges strongly. Furthermore,
the strong limit is a G+-valued Levy process generated by the strong

Proof We first assume converges strongly. In order to
prove that { ~~,t ~ converge strongly, it is enough to show that for each s, t, x,
the sequence of random variables = 1, 2, ... converges strongly
by Proposition 1.2. We shall show this in case s = 0 only, since 
is time homogeneous. Set = ~~‘(x) _ ~~’(x). Then it satisfies the equation

where

is the Levy-Ito decomposition of ~t . We rewrite the first term of the right
hand side by

and the second term hv
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Then E[ I r~~‘°n~ ~ 2~ is estimated as

Using hypothesis (A, we get

where

By Gronwall’s lemma, we get E( ~ I2~  Note that

E[ I ~t ~2~  C(1 + x ~ )2 and an, an,,~., an., ~ f (x) etc. are all bounded
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by C(l + ! ~ ! )~, where C does not depend on n, n’. Then we have for any N,

The first member of the right hand side converges to 0 as n, n’ -~ oo.

The second member is bounded by 64tC(1-I- ~ x ~ )2/N2, which converges to 0
as N -~ oo. Therefore we have lim 00 Kn,n’ = 0. The strong convergence
of is now established.

Conversely suppose that { ~s,t ~ converges strongly to oo.

Let Xt be the C"’-valued Levy process generating ~S,t. We want to show
that the sequence of generators Xt, n =1, 2, ... of ~s,t, n = 1 , 2, ... converges
strongly to Xt. Let Pn be the law of 4-ple (X~, ~s,~, Xt, ~~,t), which is defined
over Wm - Wm x Then the sequence { is tight by Proposition 1. 4.
Therefore, a subsequence Pnk, k = 1, 2, ... converges weakly to a law ~
over Wm. We denote by (Xt, s,t, X t, s,t) any element of Then the

law (Xt, ~s,t, coincides with that of (Xt, çs,t, P). Theorem 2. 3 indicates
that Xt generates 03BEs,t. Since { 03BEns,t} converges strongly to 03BEs,t, we have

= 
t a. s. P~. Then we have Xt = Xt a. s. P~ by the uniqueness of

the generator. This proves that the limiting measure P~ is unique and

hence {X~} converges to Xt strongly. The proof is complete.

§ 3 . LEVY PROCESSES .

IN THE DIFFEOMORPHISMS GROUP

3.1 Statement of theorems.

Let Gm be the totality of Cm-diffeomorphisms of Rd. It is a complete
topological group by the metric g) = pm(, f, g) + g 1 ). Obviously
it is a subset of G + . Let Dm = D( [O, T ] ; Gm) be the totality of maps from
[0, T ] into Gm, right continuous with the left hand limits with respect to
the metric pm over Gm. The Skorohod metric Sm on Dm is defined similarly
as (1. 6), replacing the metric pm by pm. We denote by Wm = Dl( [0, T ] ; 
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the totality of maps 03BE; [o, T] ~ m such that 03BEs is left continuous with
the right hand limits with respect to Sm, and is the projection of ~5 E IDm
to the point (t, x) E [o, T ] x Rd. Then Wm is a subset of Wm = DI( [o, T ] ; 
The Skorohod metric Sm over Wm is defined similarly as (2.12).
A Gm+-valued Levy process is called a Gm-valued Levy process if its

law is supported by Wm, i. e., the outer measure of Wm is 1. Thus the law

of Gm-valued Levy process is defined on (Wm, Bm).
Our objective in Section 3 is to characterize the infinitesimal generator

of Gm-valued Levy process by means of its characteristics. In Theorem 3 .1
we shall obtain some necessary conditions that the characteristics should

satisfy. These will be listed as hypothesis (B, I),~,r. It will turn out in Theo-
rem 3 . 3 that the hypothesis (B, is also a sufficient condition that the

associated Cm-valued process generates a Gm-valued Levy process.

THEOREM 3 . I . ---- LC’I 03BEs,t I)C’ CI LC’L"l" that both 03BEs,t

and satisfy (2 . 8), (2 . 9) for p’ E [2, p ] with p > (m + 1)2d and

(2 .10~, (2 . ~ ~~ (In the case m = 0, we assume further that y) o, f ’ (2 .10)
is a C1-function ofx, y). Let Xt be the infinitesimal generator. Then its charac-
teristics (a, b, v) satisfy the following properties (B, for r E [2, p/(m-I-1)2 ].

(B, i ) a(x, y) is m-tienes continuously differentiable (In the case m = o,
it is continuously differentiable). Further, there is a positive constant L
such that

.B-, 1’ E Rd and |k I  111.

ii) c(x) Cli’E’ m-times continuously differentiable, V’1?E’1’e

is Cl that

for an y x, y E Rd and k ~ __ m.
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iii) v is supported by { f ; f + id E.Gm }. Further, there is a positiue cons-
tant L such that

n

hold for any x, y E Rd, k I _ m and r’ E [?, n ]. the same inequalities
(3.6) > and (3.7) > tl!’(’ lO x* defined hi,

where

iv) There is a sequence Un, n = 1, ?, ... of Borel sets in Cm with  

Un T Cm as n T oo such that functions defined by

and their derivatives up to m converge for any x. Furthermore, there is a

positive constant L satisfying

for all n m.

Now the inverse map has the independent increments and the mul-
tiplicative property to the backward direction ~S;u - o for s  t  u.

Hence can be regarded as a G"’-valued Levy process to the backward
direction. Then there exists a Cm-valued Levy process Xt such that

where the right hand side is the backward stochastic integral (The defi-
nition of the backward integral will be given at the next section). The X~
is called the infinitesimal generator of the inverse ~~. It is sometimes called
the conjugate 
We shall study the relationship between X~ and its conjugate In

view of Lévy-Itô decomposition we have
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where X~ is a C"’-valued Brownian motion with characteristics (a, b, 0)
and the last term is a discontinuous Levy process with the characteristics
(0. (~. ~’).

THEOREM 3 . 2. - Under the same condition as in Theorem 3 .1, the

conjugate 1 is represented as

11’j1P1’C’ d = lim d".
n ’ ~ ,

Set -;, _~, - T  t  s  0. Then ¿* is a C"’-valued

Levy process (to the forward direction). Define the C"’-valued Levy process
by X*t = X _ t . Then it is the infinitesimal generator of the Levy process 03BE*t,s.
Note that the characteristics of x*t is (a, - b -f- c + d, v*). Then and

the inverse (;/ has the same law if and only if b = (l/2)(c + d) and v = v*.
The hypothesis (B, I)m,r is almost a sufficient condition that the C"’-valued

Levy process generates a G~-valued Levy process. In fact, we have the
following.
THEOREM 3 . 3. 2014 Suppose that the characteristics of a Cm-valued Levy

process satisfy (B, for some r > (m + 1)2d. Then it generates a Gm-valued
process.

Let 2 ~s,~ ~ be a sequence of Gm-valued Levy processes. The strong and
the weak convergence of the sequence { ~s,t ~ are defined similarly as in
Section 2. However, the topology involved here is the metric which is

stronger than Sm obviously. We shall discuss the tightness and the conver-
gence of the sequence of these processes.

THEOREM 3.4. - sequence of Gm-valued Levy process
such that their infinitesimal generators satisfy (B, for some r > (m+ 1)2 d.
Suppose that the constant L in (B, can be chosen independently of n =1, 2, ...

tight. In addition, if (A, II) is satisfied, then it converges

weakly. If(A, III) is satisfied, then it converges strongly.
The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 will be given at the next section.

The proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 will be given at Section 3.3.

3.2. Backward stochastic differential equation for the inverse
of G"’-valued Levy process.

Let Xt be a C"’-valued Levy process with characteristics (a, b, v) and
be the least 6-field for which Xu - X" ; s  u  v _ t are measurable.

We fix t for a moment. Then E [0, t ] is a decreasing family of a-fields.
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Set Yt = Xt - tb. Then Yt - Y, is a backward martingale adapted to !Fs,t.
Now let 03C6s, s E [0,t] ] be a Fs,t-adapted process, right continuous with the
left hand limits. The backward Ito integral of ~, by Xr is defined by

where ~ == { ~ = to  ...  tn = t ~ are partitions of [s, t ]. It is a left

continuous Rl-valued backward local martingale adapted to Associated

with the above backward local martingale, there is a unique continuous
process of bounded variation adapted to such that = 0 and

is a backward local martingale, by Meyer’s decomposition. The process ~s
-t .t

is written by dY~( ~Y) . Then it holds
( j Yir( 03C6r), ts Yjr( ‘f’r) - 03C6r, 03C6r)dr >

.1 .1 .1

where Ai’(x, y) is defined by (? . ?). The backward integral of ~~ by Xl is

defined by n_ n_ n_

Now we shall prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 simultaneously. Let be

a Gm-valued Levy process such that both and satisfy (2.8)-(2.11).
Let Xt be the infinitesimal generator of and let (3 .11 ) be its decompo-
sition. Then it holds

We want to prove the two inequalities
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and the convergence of each terms of (3 .15) as n - oo :

Indeed, substituting these relations to (3.13), we obtain

and the assertion of Theorem 3.2 will follow.

We shall prove (3.14)-(3.18) in a series of lemmas.

LEMMA 3.5. 2014 Equality (3.14~ holds.

Proof Associated with Xt we can construct a finite or infinite number
of independent standard Brownian motions == 1, 2, ... written as

B~ with suitable constants c~ and x~ E Rd such that they
l,j

span namely,

where = (t = 1) and Xo = b. See Fujiwara-Kunita [2].

Note that Xk(x) = Then these are Cm-functions by 
l,j

We have similarly as in Kunita [6 ], Lemma 6 . 2

where
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Taking the sum of (3 . 20) for k = 1, 2, ... and noting the relation

we get the formula (3.14).

LEMMA 3.6. - Equality (3.15~ holds.

Proof - Since

we have the relation

Substitute .~ = ~,-tl(y) to the right hand side. We have

Note that

Then we have

where /(y) = v - Cf + Therefore.
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On the other hand, we have

See [6 ], Lemma 6 . 2. The equality (3 .15) follows immediately.
We next discuss the convergence of (3 . 16), (3 . 7).

LEMMA 3 . 7. - The convergence (3 .16~ is satisfied uniforml y in x on

compact .sot.s in Ln-scetse , for each s  t.

Proof Set

Note that the characteristic measure v satisfies (3.6) and (3.7) since ~S,t
satisfies (2. 8) and (2. 9). ([2], Corollary to Theorem 3 .1). Then there is
a positive constant K independent of n such that

for any p’ E [2, r]. The proof can be done similarly as in the proof of
Lemma 2.1 in [2]. Hence the is tight. On the other
hand, we can show easily

converges uniformly on compact sets in LP’-sense
for each s, t.

LEMMA 3.8. - The convergence (3.17~ is satisfied uniformly in y

Il? for each s  t.

Proo f. Set

If the characteristic measure v satisfies

for r’ e [2, r ], then the convergence of { Zs,~ ~ follows similarly as in

Lemma 3 . 7.
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In order to prove the above inequalities, we shall consider the conjugate
ofXt. Let XS be the infinitesimal generator of the inverse flow (backward
direction) and let  be the associated characteristic measure. Then ?
satisfies (3 . 6) and (3 . 7) since satisfies (2. 8) and (2. 9). In the following
we shall prove v = v*. Note that and Xt are related by the back ward
equation,

Then we have 1 
= - Since

the Poisson random measure Np((0, t] ] x A) associated with Xt satisfies

t ] x A) _ ~ ~ re [0, t ] ; - (~X~. ~- id ) -1 + id E A ~ - t ] x A) ,
where A = ~ /; f E A }. Therefore the characteristic measure v coincides
with v*.

Now, since we have

inequalities (3 . 6) and (3 . 7) for v for k = 0 is equivalent to (3 . 24) and (3 . 25).
The proof is complete.
The convergence (3.18) follows from the following lemma.

LEMMA 3 . 9. 2014 The sequence dn, n = 1, 2, ... satisfies (B, iv).
- From Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, we have

The last member of the left hand side satisfies the moment inequalities
like (3.22) and (3.23). Similar inequalities are valid to the first and the
second term. Then we have
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Divide the above by |t - s| and let t - s tend to 0. Then we get

This proves that dn, n = 1, 2, ...  are uniformly Lipschitz continuous and
uniformly bounded. Then we can choose a subsequence { dnk, k = 1,2, ... }
converging uniformly to d on compact sets by Ascoli-Arzela’s theorem.

Since lim ts d(03BE-1r+,t(x))dr, d is uniquely determined from

the sequence { dn }. This proves that { converges uniformly on compact
sets. The uniform convergence of derivatives {Dkdn(x)} (|k| ~ m) can
be proved similarly.

Proof of Theorem 3 . l. Let (a, b, v) be the characteristics of the infinite-
simal generator. We have already shown that the measure v satisfies (B, I)m,r
iii ), iv) in Lemmas 3 . 8 and 3 . 9. We shall prove the properties (B, ii )
in case m = 0 only.

Let Xt be the infinitesimal generator and let Yt = Xt - t b. Let Y~ be the
continuous part of Y, . Then it holds

Since y) is continuously differentiable, Yt(x) has the L2-derivative

= + for any jc, where _ (o, ... , 0, l, 0, ... 0)
h-~oo ~ ~

{1 is at the i-th component), and it holds

Noting that and Yd(x) --_ Y~(x) - are independent, we see that
has also the L2-derivative for any x. This implies the diffe-

rentiability of a(x, y) and the relation

follows.
The Lipschitz continuity of a(x, y) follows from that of A(x, y). The

Lipschitz continuity of b(x) is clear from the assumption. We will show the
Lipschitz continuity of c(x). Observe that the conjugate Cm-valued process
Xr satisfies

Since E [Xt(x) = t(b(x) - c(x) - d(x)) and since band d are Lipschitz
continuous, the same property holds for c(x). The proof is complete.
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3.3. Construction of Gm-valued Levy process.

Let Xt be a C"’-valued Levy process satisfying (B, I)m,r for some r > (m + l~d.
The purpose of this section is to prove that it generates a Gm-valued Levy
process. In [2 ], we have shown the fact in case where the characteristic
measure v is finite. In the following we shall prove it in case where v is a
a-finite measure, approximating Xt by a sequence of Levy processes having
finite characteristic measures.

Let (3 .1) be the decomposition of the Xt and let U m n = 1, 2, ... be the
sequence of Borel sets in Cm stated in (B, For each n, set

Let X~ be the conjugate of X. Then both sequences ( and ( satisfy
hypotheses (A, I)m,r and (A, III). Hence both of them converge strongly
by Proposition 1. 2. Let now be the Gm-valued Levy process generated
by X~. Then the inverse (~s,t) -1 is generated by the conjugate ~t . Then
both { ~s9t ~ and { (~s,t ) -1 ~ satisfy the tightness criteria (2 .14) and (2.15).
Therefore, the sequence of the pair { (~s,t, (~s,t ) 1 ) ~ is tight over the product
space Wm x Wm (W’~ - Dl( [o, T ] ; Dm)) with respect to the Skorohod

metrics. This implies that { ~s,t ~ is tight over W’~ - Dz( [0, T ] ; LT) where
D( [0, T ] ; Gm) with respect to the Skorohod metric 8m. Then { 03BEns,t}

converges strongly with respect to Sm-topology, which is proved similarly
as in Theorem 2.5. Therefore the limit is a G’~~-valued Levy process.
It is generated by Xt. The proof of Theorem 3 . 3 is thus completed.
Theorem 3 . 4 can be proved similarly. We omit the details.

3.4. Example.

We shall discuss a limit theorem studied by Matsumoto-Shigekawa [10]
in the context of our approach. Let (U, ~, ,u) be another probability space.

be a sequence of Poisson random measures over the

product space [0, T ] x U with the intensity measures n =1, 2, ...,
respectively. Let Au, u e U be a family of Cm-maps from Rd into itself

(vector fields) with the parameter u such that Au(x) is jointly measurable.
We assume that { Au, ~~ e U j satisfies the centering condition
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Let x), t e ( - oo, oo) be the one parameter group of transformations
generated by the vector field Au. For each n, set

It is a Cm-valued Lévy process. }identity, it is
a measurable map from U into Cm. Define a sequence of measures 03BDn over

m by
i ~ v l ~ - 1 ~ v vB

Then 03BDn is the characteristic measure of the C’"-valued Levy process Xnt.
Let be the G~-valued Levy process generated by X~. Since v~ is sup-

ported by { f == ~ 2014 E Gm }, is actually a Gm-valued Levy process.
Let Qn be the law of defined on D~( [o, T ) ; where

Dm = D( [0, T ] ; Gm). We shall show the weak convergence of the sequence
{ Qn } with respect to the Skorohod topology Sm.
We first check the tightness of { Qn ~. Similarly as in Lemma 3.1 in [10 ],

there is a positive constant K such that

holds for any n >_ 1, r >_ 2 m. Now observe that the conjugate
of X~ is given by

Then we have similarly as the above

Further the sequence of functions 
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satisfies

where K does not depend on n. cf. Lemma 3 .1 in [1 D ]. Hence the hypo-
thesis (B, is satisfied with the constant L = K independently of the
sequence. Consequently the sequence of laws { Qn ~ is tight by Theorem 3 . 4.
We shall next check the hypothesis (A, II). Let xi , ..., xN be any points

in For any e > 0, we have

and

Consequently (A, II) is satisfied with

Then, Theorem 3 . 4 shows that the sequence of laws { Qn ~ converges weakly.
The limit is a Gm-valued Brownian motion.

Finally we compare the above convergence with that of Matsumoto-
Shigekawa [10 ]. In the latter, it is shown that the sequence of laws of ~o,~
defined over Dm = D( [0, T ] ; Gm) converges weakly with respect to the
metrics Sm of (1. 6). Hence our convergence theorem is a refinement of theirs.
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